Shuttle-based storage and retrieval systems (SBS/RS) 
INTRODUCTION
SBS/RS consists of one or more shuttle carriers, at least one elevator, a rack structure and a control system [1] . Systems with aisle-and tier-captive shuttle carriers are often used for high troughput demands. Tier-to-tier shuttle carriers cannot change the aisle, but the tiers. In such cases, the shuttle carrier uses the elevator to change to another tier. This can lead to throughputreducing waiting times.
Aisle-and tier-captive SBS/RS use a shuttle carrier for each tier, which cannot leave the tier. The shuttle carrier and the elevator use buffer locations at each tier to store or retrieve totes, see figure 1 . As a result, the horizontal and vertical transport are largely decoupled from one another. Accordingly, aisle-and tier-captive SBS/RS can often achieve a higher throughput than tierto-tier SBS/RS.
In many cases, SBS/RS can achieve a higher throughput compared to AS/RS. They also require less energy and are characterized by a higher flexibility. In this paper we consider aisle-and tier-captive SBS/RS as well as the potential to increase throughput by using the storage management policies class-based storage, sequencing of retrieval requests and warehouse reorganization.
Figure 1. Aisle-and tier-captive SBS/RS, top view
This article is structured as follows: Chapter 1 provides an introduction. Chapter 2 contains an explanation of the existing literature (2.1), the description of the simulation model and the model assumptions (2.2) as well as the storage management policies class-based storage (2.3), sequencing of retrieval requests (2.4) and warehouse reorganization (2.5) . At the end of the chapter the results of the simulation study are shown and interpreted (2.6) . Chapter 3 contains the conclusions.
STORAGE MANAGEMENT POLICIES

Literature
Studies concerning aisle-and tier-captive systems often use random storage assignment [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
In [15] the impact of the class-based storage policy was studied for systems in wich the shuttle carrier can reach every storage location, in [16] for tier-to-tier systems and in [17] for aisle-and tier-captive systems.
In [17] , tier-based zones were examined. All the storage locations of one tier were assigned to one zone. It is thus possible to optimize the travel time for the elevator, but not the travel time of the shuttle carriers, because they travel through each storage location in a tier with the same probability. The elevator can therefore produce a maximum throughput per tier which corresponds to the throughput of the shuttle carrier. Because the throughput of the shuttle carrier is not increased, this is the limitation of the total throughput per tier. In [17] , the elevator travels to 20% of the tiers with a probability of 80% because the A-class-articles were created with 80% probability and assigned to 20% of the tiers. If a SBS/RS had more tiers, the elevator then travels with the probability of 80% to more tiers. If the elevator travels to only a few tiers with high frequency, the shuttle carriers in these tiers usually become the bottleneck of the SBS/RS. The elevator has waiting times at the tiers, because the possible interarrival times from the elevator at a tier are higher as the interarrivel times of the shuttle carrier. If the elevator travels with high frequency to more tiers, the waiting times of the elevator drop, because more shuttle carriers are available. If the elevator travels to a lot of tiers with high frequency, the elevator becomes usually the bottleneck of the system.
The storage management policy sequencing of retrieval requests for SBS/RS is discussed in some works, e. g. in [18, 19] . In [18] , three orders were considered ahead of time and the optimum sequence was determined. The SBS/RS in [18] has two lifting platforms which share a mast and thus the possibility of a blockage or a waiting time of an elevator is given. The sequencing of orders reduces waiting times and prevents blockages. In [19] , a modified fish-swarm algorithm is used for optimization.
According to current knowledge, there are no publications for SBS/RS with the storage management policy warehouse reorganization. However, there are several publications available for AS/RS, whose ideas and algorithms can be adapted for SBS/RS [20, 21, 22] .
In [23, 24] SBS/RS were studied with regard to energy requirement. No storage strategies were used to reduce energy requirements. Several studies on storage management policies for reducing energy requirements, e. g. [25, 26] have been conducted for AS/RS.
Simulation model and model assumptions
The simulation model determines the maximum average throughput for the selected parameter combination. The study relates to an aisle with two shelves with storage locations: left and right from the aisle (see Figure 1) . In each scenario, it is assumed that requests are available for processing at any time. Table 1 shows the parameter values for the scenarios considered. The parameter values correspond to a calculation example from [1] . The negative number in Table 1 means that the Input/Output-point (I/O point) is one meter above the first tier. Acceleration and velocity of elevators and shuttle carriers are varied for certain scenarios, according to Table 2 and Table 3 . Figure 1 shows the storage configuration used, a SBS/RS with two elevators per aisle. The SBS/RS is single-deep. The capacity for totes per travel is one for the elevators and the shuttle carriers. Here, a tote corresponds to one article (one tote = one article). Each storage location can store one tote. The capacity of the buffer is either one or five, that means a buffer in one tier has either one or five locations to store or retrieve totes. The storage ratio of the SBS/RS are 50%, which means that 50% of all storage locations in SBS/RS are occupied by totes. The dwell-point of a shuttle carrier after processing a request is at the position of the buffer location. In order to determine the optimum zoning related to the throughput, the zones must be arranged so that the average elevator travel time is as short as possible, and the average throughput per tier of the elevator corresponds approximately to the average throughput of the shuttle carrier. For the optimization, the theoretically possible average throughput per elevator and shuttle carrier is In addition, the number of storage locations to be reserved per zone must be taken into account. This depends mainly on the average time the articles spend in the SBS/RS. Zoning results in articles with a high stock turnover frequency being placed near the I/O point. The determination of a suitable zoning can be heuristic or by means of an algorithm. Finding an optimal zoning is an optimization problem that maximizes the throughput of the elevator per tier and the throughput of the shuttle carrier, provided that the throughput of the elevator per level can not be greater than the throughput of the shuttle carrier in this tier (vice versa). Either the shuttle carrier limits the throughput of the elevator in a tier, or the elevator limits the throughput of the shuttle carrier in this tier. The goal of the optimization is the maximum achievable throughput of the elevator. This requires the minimization of the throughput limitation. The waiting times of elevator and shuttle carriers in the tiers with high freqency are to be minimized.
The following scenarios show the potential for throughput optimization through the storage management policy class-based storage. Different zonations are used for different scenarios. To compare the results, the reference storage management policy random storage assignment is used. Each storage location get storage or retrieval requests with the same probability. In the storage management policy random storage assignment, the simulation results are compared with the results of an analytical model according to [1] .
The zone number is set to three zones. Zone A contains 240 storage locations (B: 360, C: 600) and receives storage or retrieval requests with a probability of 60% (B: 30%, C: 10%). The frequency of storage or retrieval requests of a zone is determined by the stock turnover rate of the articles assigned to this zone. The variants 2E, 2D, 2EL, 2DL, 2ESH and 2DSH are optimized zonations and differ from each other because they are adapted to the respective travel times of the elevators, 2E, 2EL and 2ESH for single-command cycles and 2D, 2DL and 2DSH for dual-command cycles.
In the single-command cycle scenario, both elevators perform only single-command cycles, which equates to a storage or a retrieval request in one cycle. In the dual-command cycle scenario, both elevators perform dual-command cycles, representing a storage and a retrieval request in one cycle. In the singlecommand cycle scenario, one elevator uses the buffer locations to store totes. The other elevator uses the buffer locations to retrieve totes. In the dual-command cycle, both elevators use the buffer locations alternating per tier to store or retrieve totes. Figure 9 shows the use of the buffer locations for the first four tiers of the SBS/RS. In both scenarios, shuttle carriers perform dual-command cycles. 
Sequencing of retrieval requests
The storage management policy sequencing of retrieval requests sorts retrieval requests with the aim of minimum travel time. The sorting can use simple rules for route and travel time optimization, or use algorithms that find the global optimum (usually over the complete enumeration) or a local optimum. The higher the quantity of requests to be sorted, the higher is the computational effort for the complete enumeration. To minimize the computational effort, therefore, faster optimization algorithms are often used, eg. evolutionary algorithms or the gradient method. A distinction is made between block sequencing (sorting a certain number of requests) and dynamic sequencing (sorting of all available requests) [27] .
For the example shown in this publication, a sorting rule is used to minimize the travel time after a storage. Only the elevators are optimized. The elevators perform dual-command cycles and select after a storage a retrieval request according to the criterion shortest travel time. If a retrieval request is waiting on the buffer location at one tier above or under the current tier, this request is processed. Otherwise a check is performed in order to determine whether the higher or lower tiers have retrieval requests. The request made on a tier with the shortest travel time is selected. Figure 10 shows an example. The number indicates the tier in which the request is located, the following letter indicates the type of request, storage or retrieval. For example, 8R means a retrieval request in tier 8. 
Warehouse reorganization
Warehouse reorganization can be used individually for different scenarios. The common features of each warehouse reorganization are described below. The processes that are always required for a warehouse reorganization are identified.
Processes of each warehouse reorganization are:
• Determination of the totes to be rearranged.
• Determination of the optimal storage locations for the totes to be rearranged (optimal in the sense of the fastest possible processing time, or the compliance with a defined processing time).
• Rearrangements with minimum or a defined travel time. Algorithms are required for each of these processes. These can be based on simple or complex rules with high computational effort. In order to determine the totes to be reprocessed, it should be known which requests are to be expected when and during which time they should be processed. If it is not known exactly which requests are expected, as they are expected to be very short-term, a forecast of the expected requests is required. This can be generated on the basis of data from past request receipts. The complete enumeration or a heuristic approach, e. g. evolutionary algorithms, can be used to determine the optimal storage locations of the articles for the totes to be rearranged and to do the rearrangement with minimal travel time. Heuristic approaches are often used in publications of warehouse reorganization for AS/RS [20] [21] [22] .
It should be noted that the warehouse reorganization increases the energy costs and the maintenance costs of the SBS/RS, because the elevator and shuttle carriers travel more often. The advantages of warehouse reorganization are shorter order processing times, lower labor costs and higher delivery reliability. In the scenario described here, it is shown how the warehouse reorganization reduces order processing times as well as the throughput in periods with a high number of requests can be increased. The totes are moved to more favorable storage locations.
The scenario refers to a warehouse reorganization performed and compares the time of order processing and throughput with the case that no warehouse reorganization has been performed. The implementation of the rearrangements is done by an algorithm. In the scenario, the rearrangements take place in a rest phase of the SBS/RS, e. g. at night. No storage or retrieval requests are processed during this time. The time required to relocate the totes from the original storage locations to the intended storage locations is measured.
The algorithm for the rearrangements can also be used for zoning changes in the warehouse, e. g. if changes in the article frequency occur. If certain articles are assigned to another zone, they can be transferred to the new zone by the algorithm.
A processing of 480 retrieval requests, which have been rearranged and are located in storage locations near the I/O point (tier 1 -6, bays 1 -42), is executed. The totes were previously placed (unfavorably) in the rear area of the SBS/RS, distributed on the tiers 7 -12 and the bays 61 -100. Each request refers to an article assigned to a specific storage location. Figure 11 shows the arrangement of the articles after the warehouse reorganization in the SBS/RS.
Figure 11. SBS/RS after warehouse reorganization
The algorithm for the rearrangements uses a zone classification for articles and storage locations. The articles stored in the unfavorable storage locations get the zone number one, and all other articles get the zone number two. The storage locations 1 -42 in tier 1 -6 get the zone number one, all other storage locations get the zone number 2. The elevators use alterning storage and retrieval buffer locations, as shown in Figure 9 .
The algorithm for the elevators and shuttle carriers asks the following questions and peforms the following actions.
Elevator:
Is there an article on a retrieval buffer location at the next available tier above or below? If yes, travel to retrieval buffer location and pick-up article.
Is there a free storage buffer location for an article in the next available tier above or below? If yes, travel to storage buffer location and set-down article.
Shuttle-carrier: Are there articles stored in this tier that need to leave this tier? If yes, travel to storage location and pick-up article, travel to retrieval buffer location and set-down article.
Are there articles stored in the storage buffer location that need to be stored in this tier? If yes, travel to storage buffer location and pick-up article. Search for a free and allowed storage location that is closest to the buffer location, travel to storage location and set-down article.
Are there articles in this tier that need to be rearranged within the tier? If yes, search for a free and allowed storage location that is closest to the buffer location for the article. Travel to storage location and pick-up article, travel to new storage location and setdown article.
The algorithm can be described by the following Code.
1. Set c to 1. 2. Set t to number of actual tier.
3 only one shuttle carrier (if an article is moved to a storage location in the same tier) or two shuttle carriers and one elevator are required (if an article is moved to a storage location in another tier).
In this scenario, during a period of a high number of requests, the elevators and shuttle carriers perform single-command cycles. Retrival request are often timecritical because they have delivery deadlines. Therefore, the delivery schedule can be increased during periods of high request volumes by prioritizing the retrieval requests. The retrieval requests are randomly distributed after execution of the warehouse reorganization, whereby the elevator travels to the tiers 1 -6 and the shuttle carriers travels to the bays 1 -42. For comparison, the results are determined without warehouse reorganization, the elevators travel to the tiers 7 -12 and the shuttle carriers to the bays 61 -100. Table 4 shows the simulation results of the storage management policies random storage assignment and class-based storage. The cursively written values were calculated for comparison according to [1] . The throughput results in the following tables and figures refer to the throughput of one elevator. In the scenarios shown here, two elevators are used per aisle. Thus, twice the throughput can be achieved per aisle. Table shows the combinations between the storage management policies random storage assignment, classbased storage and sequencing of retrieval requests. Table 6 shows the simulation results of the storage management policies random storage assignment and class -based storage for the variation of the acceleration and velocity of the elevators (7 m/s 2 ). The cursively written values were calculated for comparison according to [1] . Table 7 shows the combinations between the storage management policies random storage assignment, class-based storage and sequencing of retrieval requests for the variation of the acceleration and velocity of the elevators. Table 8 shows the simulation results of the storage management policies random storage assignment and class-based storage for the variation of the acceleration and velocity of the shuttle carriers (7 m/s 2 ). The cursively written values were calculated for comparison according to [1] . Table 9 shows the combinations between the storage management policies random storage assignment, class-based storage and sequencing of retrieval requests for the variation of the acceleration and velocity of the shuttle carriers (7 m/s 2 ). Figure 12 visualizes the simulation results from Table 4 and Table 5 in the form of a bar graph. The abbreviations used are taken from Table 4 and Table 5 . If a number is present after an abbreviation, this number indicates the buffer capacity. For example, SC_L_1 means the throughput with single-command cycle for the elevator with a buffer capacity of one. Figure 13 visualizes the simulation results from Table 6 and Table 10 in the form of a bar graph, with the same abbreviations used in Figure 12 . Figure 14 visualizes the simulation results from Table 8 and Table 9 in the form of a bar graph, with the same abbreviations used in Figure 12 . Table 11 shows the simulation results of the storage management policy warehouse reorganization. The cursively written values were calculated for comparison according to [1] . The throughput results in Table 11 refer to the throughput of an elevator. Per aisle, the double throughput can be achieved because two elevators are used for one aisle. Table 12 shows the time needed for the rearrangements of the articles by the algorithm for warehouse reorganization. Figure 15 visualizes the simulation results for the processing time for 480 retrieval requests in the form of a bar graph. The abbreviations used are taken from Table 11 . The number after the abbreviations indicates the number of buffer locations used, e. g. NWR_1 means without warehouse reorganization with a buffer capacity of one. The results show the potential of the storage management policies to increase throughput.
Results
As can be seen in Table 4, Table 6 and Table 8 , the simulation results concur to the analytical model from [1] (analytical results are cursively written).
If the elevator performs dual-command cycles, the throughput increases in all scenarios significantly between 6.92% and 14.56%, compared to singlecommand cycles. The increase in throughput with dualcommand cycles compared to single-command cycle is highest in all scenarios with random storage assignment, because the travel distances and travel times of the elevator per tote can be reduced most. Zoning optimize in most cases also the travel times of the elevator, so the change from single-command cycle to dual-command cycle has less influence on throughput.
The impact of the buffer capacity on throughput remains very small; the highest difference is in scenario single-command cycle with class-based storage variant 2ESH. When using a buffer capacity of five, the throughput is 3.39% higher than when using a buffer capacity of one. This is caused by the zoning of variant 2ESH. The lower the frequently used tiers and the lower the buffer capacity, the more likely it is that the elevator or the shuttle carrier have more waiting times, because either all buffers for storage are filled or all buffers for retrieval are empty.
The impact of different zonings is clearly visible. For example, the zoning of variant 2ESH leads to an increase in throughput of 15.34% (2DSH: 10.78%), compared with random storage assignment, buffer capacity five. Variants 2E, 2D, 2ESH and 2DSH has a higher throughput than variant 1; for example, the throughput in variant 2E is 4.43% higher than for variant 1.
The potential to increase throughput with classbased storage is lower as the elevator travels with higher acceleration and velocity, see Figure 12 and Figure 13 . Increasing acceleration and velocity of the shuttle carriers leads to a higher increase of throughput, see Figure 12 and Figure 14 .
The lower throughput in most cases in variant 1 can be explained: In variant 1, the elevator travels to the tiers 1 -10 with a higher probability than for the variants 2E, 2D, 2ESH and 2DSH. The elevator travels over longer distances and requires more travel time accordingly. In variant 2E, e. g., the two zones A and B are assigned to the tiers 1 -6. Therefore, the elevator travels to these tiers with a probability of 90%. The travel time of the elevator is correspondingly lower and the throughput higher. The prerequisite is that the shuttle carriers do not become the bottleneck of the system. With six tiers and a probability of 90% of all requests in this tiers, the shuttle carriers are not the bottleneck of the SBS/RS in this scenario. But, for example, with three tiers the shuttle carriers would become the bottleneck of the SBS/RS. Then the travel time of the elevator would increase, because the elevator would have long waiting times. But if the shuttle carriers are able to travel faster, the elevator travel distances can be further reduced, see variant 2ESH and 2DSH. Four tiers are frequently used by the elevator.
The zonings of variants 2EL and 2DL are very similar to variant 1, because variant 1 is near the optimum of achievable throughput for this scenario. This is caused by the higher acceleration and velocity of the elevators. More tiers can be served by the elevator without or few waiting times.
Also the travel time of the shuttle carriers is optimized by zoning. In variant 2E, e. g., the shuttle carriers travel to the bays 1 -41 in the tiers 1 -5 with a probability of 60%. The travel time of the shuttle carrier is therefore reduced and a higher throughput can be achieved. The prerequisite is that the shuttle carriers have no or very little waiting times due to elevator.
The optimal zoning is found when the elevator can produce the maximum throughput. This can be done only if elevator and shuttle carrier cycle times are as similar as possible in the high frequented tiers, as already mentioned in Chapter 2.2. This coordination is achieved by zoning.
Optimal zoning may differ significantly depending on the parameter values, as shown by variants 2E, 2D, 2EL, 2DL, 2ESH and 2DSH. The optimal zoning at increased acceleration and velocity of the elevator tends to increase the number of frequently used tiers, as shown by variants 2EL and 2DL. The optimal zoning at increased acceleration and velocity of the shuttle carrier tends to decrease the number of frequently used tiers, as shown by variants 2ESH and 2DSH.
Even the application of a relatively simple sequencing of retrieval requests leads to a throughput increase between 1.10% -5.44%. It should be noted that the sequencing of retrieval requests cannot reach its full potential at times of orders. If requests have to be prioritized due to tight time constraints, the throughput is reduced. This would be the case, for example, if the allowed waiting time of a tote on a buffer location is set to a maximum of 3 minutes. Then the elevator would only travel in part optimally. The tighter the time, the more the throughput approaches the result without a sequencing of retrieval requests.
Furthermore, the sequencing of retrieval requests with elevators with many tiers leads to a higher throughput increase than with elevators with less tiers, because the travel times decrease significantly more than with elevators with few tiers. The highest relative increase in throughput can be achieved with the combination of random storage assignment and sequencing of retrieval requests, compared to random storage assignment. The relative increase throughput that can be achieved through the combination of classbased storage and sequencing of retrieval requests (compared to class-based-storage) is lower, because the elevator travels with high frequency to only a few tiers. This results in a less significant reduction of travel time.
Warehouse reorganization doubles the throughput in the scenario shown, thus halving the processing time for the retrieval requests (for 480 retrieval requests from over one hour to half an hour). The order processing time is thus reduced and all downstream processes profit accordingly. Labor costs are reduced and delivery reliability is increased. To shorten the process time, are rearrangements of the articles performed. The rearran-gements increase the energy and maintenance costs of the SBS/RS.
The combination of the storage management policies class-based storage and sequencing of retrieval requests generates a throughput increase of up to 10.52% with variant 2D, 4,98% with variant 2DL and 12,17% with variant 2DSH, compared to random storage assignment with the according acceleration and velocity of elevators and shuttle carriers.
The highest throughput difference of 27.48% exists between the scenario of single-command cycle with random storage assignment and a buffer capacity of one and the scenario of dual-command cycle with zoning variant 2DSH and sequencing of retrieval requests and a buffer capacity of five.
The increase in throughput through the storage management policies class-based storage and sequencing of retrieval requests is achieved by reducing the distance traveled for elevators and shuttle carriers. This results in a lower energy consumption of the SBS/RS as a desired secondary effect.
CONCLUSIONS
This is concerned with the impact of storage management policies on troughput. The studies about the storage management policies class-based storage, sequencing of retrieval requests, and warehouse reorganization have shown that there is considerable potential to increase the throughput of SBS/RS.
The storage management policy class-based storage increases the throughput by zoning, which minimizes the travel times of elevators and shuttle carriers and matches these times in the high frequented tiers so that the elevators and the shuttle carriers have as little waiting time as possible. In the examined scenarios, throughput increases were achieved by up to 15.34% for single-command cycles and 10.78% for dual-command cycles.
The storage management policy sequencing of retrieval requests sorts the requests for the elevator according to the criterion of the shortest travel time. This results in throughput increases of up to 5.44% in the scenarios considered.
The combinations of class-based storage and sequencing of retrieval requests leads to an increase of throughput by up to 12,17% .
A change from single-command cycles with random storage assignment to dual-command cycles with classbased storage in combination with sequencing of retrieval requests results in troughput increases up to 27.48%.
The storage management policy warehouse reorganization stores the totes in the examined scenario required for expected retrieval requests to more favorable storage locations and thus reduces the order processing time in periods of high request volumes and increases the throughput of the SBS/RS. The throughput could be doubled in the scenario shown and the processing time was halved.
The class-based storage and the sequencing of retrieval requests also leads to a lower energy consumption of the SBS/RS.
Further interesting research topics for future work may include algorithms for storage management policies:
• Automatic determination of the optimal zoning for SBS/RS and their continual adaptations when changing the storage frequency of the articles. • Sequencing of retrieval requests which also includes shuttle carriers.
• Warehouse reorganization, i. e. the determination of the totes to be reprocessed, the finding of suitable storage locations as well as the execution of the rearrangements with minimal travel time. Minimizing the rearrangements and the rearrangement path in multiple depth SBS/RS as well as finding favorable dwelling-points for the elevators and shuttle carriers have the potential to increase throughput.
Furthermore, the research of storage management policies is of interest for the reduction of energy demand, e. g. a mass-based storage, an energetic storage or the adjustment of the velocity of elevators and shuttle carriers to the current number of requests.
